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“The past couple of years have 
been extremely challenging for SMEs 
with challenges to overcome such as 

Brexit and the Covid 19 pandemic. 
Financial support from the British 

Business Bank has allowed us to 
continue to grow our company and 

develop our team to create new 
products and explore new markets.”

CHAMBER BUSINESS AWARDS 
CELEBRATING BUSINESSES
ONE STORY AT A TIME

TTK Confectionery is a wholesale food gifting business specialising in new
product design and development. Having started in 2016 the business has
grown substantially, both in the size of the team and in terms of the
company’s capabilities and turnover. They are a family business run
by husband and wife Jess and Martin Barnett and Martin’s brother Tom Flory.
They are a fast-paced, innovative company with a high-potential and
hardworking team at its heart.

The business works with retailer buyers to create eye-catching food gifting
products based on trending flavours, prints and packaging. The selected
product ranges are then packed by TTK’s production team in their SALSA-
accredited food safe facility.

Martin's business philosophy centres around investing in high potential people
who exhibit great behaviour and encourages their growth. In his own words
"Say when you are happy and someone is doing a good job because I believe
that earns you the right to say when it's time to improve." The everyday
application of this philosophy is to maintain an approachable atmosphere,
where problems and successes can be shared with equal measures of
confidence knowing that whatever has happened can be either celebrated or
dealt with.

Martin had a bold vision for the company. They started out selling to
independent retailers and are now working with supermarkets both in the UK
and also internationally. His inspirational leadership has resulted in three years
of consecutive growth.

As with most SME's, cashflow has been a constant challenge and Martin has
taken a courageous approach to the financial management of the company.
During the Covid-19 lockdown, TTK’s biggest customer went into
administration, a potential investor pulled out of a deal the business had
secured, and all their orders were either cancelled or postponed. Martin
negotiated with suppliers and successfully secured government-backed loans
and his actions enabled the team to secure its first order with Sainsburys
supermarket and return the company to the point where it was financially
ready to start packing for Christmas 2020.

Martin’s entrepreneurial spirit led to the company being established and his
ambition and vision have ensured that the business has been successful.

SUPPORTED BY

“TTK Confectionery has had to 
constantly evolve and transform. 

From starting out working with small 
independent customers we are now 

creating impactful food gifting 
ranges for major retailers both her in 

the UK and in twenty-one countries 
around the world. We are committed 

to investing in our amazing team to 
ensure that they can continue to 

innovate and progress the business 
towards growth and expansion.”

Jess Barnett,
Brand Director


